Box oriented programming paradigm

I am convinced that the way computer programs are
written is convoluted, strange, verbose and insane.
Object oriented languages like c++ and php are
difficult to read, understand, and take years to
master.

If we go by the basic rule that all computer programs
boil down in one way or another to input and output,
and a lot of craziness happening in between then we
can start thinking about a new paradigm where we
never look inside the in between. We never open that
box.

More code needs to be written for all kinds of reasons
and it seems that a visual based solution is the only
way forward. The code for basic applications and even
the most advanced applications has already been
written by someone, somewhere in the world
thousands of times.

Why are we continually rewriting it?

For example, a long time ago I coded a mortgage
calculator. My app was an iPHONE program, was
written in objective-c and took 4 numerical inputs and
gave 3 numerical answers.

The code inside was very complex but it did one thing
and one thing only – take the input – and give output.
Nothing less or more. So in my view, no one should
ever have to write that mortgage code ever again
because I already did it and unless the basic formula
changes, which it never will, that code will always be
good.

So now why can we not always use the code I wrote and
keep it contained and from there only ever route
numbers to it as needed. So, in a flow based coding
environment someone can pull up a mortgage box and
from there this will show up:

SO NOW THE ONLY question I have is why don’t we code
like this? The coder can then send a form input from a
website to the 3 inputs and never think about what
inside the mortgage formula box and then just wire
up the outputs also.

That coder would have added a mortgage calculator
to his website in 1 minute or less.

To FURTHER SPECIFY the INPUT AND OUTPUT TYPE, here the
input takes a floating point number or numerical
input and the output is also a number.

The input can come from anywhere – but the user
should be able to easily see what kind of input the Box
takes and what kind of out put the box gives.

The fact that software doesn’t already work like this
across the board is insane and archaic to me.

No wonder most coders are nuts.

Of course we should be able to click on the mortgage
formula box and see what is written in there, but a lot
of software out there is totally redundant.
Languages share the same data types like floats, ints,
strings, and loops. So why have so many languages
that everyone has to master.

The behavior of an entire database could be
summarized with a box as well. For example, I run an
opencart ecommerce website. I know it runs on mysql
but I hate looking inside tHE database.

Its ugly in there. It’s messy. A lot of dumb stuff
happens in there. What I do know is that if anything
inside there goes wrong then my website stops selling
vinyl records.

I once looked at the source code for opencart. Its
over a million lines of who knows what. It’s a
conceptual nightmare to try to understand – but it
works.

What everyone really wants is to not know how the
logic flows through the core system of opencart.
WHAT WE WANT IS FOR IT TO WORK WELL SO WE CAN BUY AND
SELL STUFF.

What we really want to have is a way to change things
easily without having to see the code. So to alter
something we only ever scratch the surface. Maybe
opencart would look something like this below.
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